REGISTRATION OF LIBERIAN DIASPORA COMMUNITY

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs, as part of its reform process, has resolved to strengthen relations with Liberian communities and organizations in the diaspora. This program will allow the Government to further engage and easily respond to the challenges affecting our diaspora communities.

The first step in this effort will entail the establishment of a database containing personal information of our citizens within the diaspora. In order to establish effective communication and networking between the Liberian Diaspora Community and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, as well as to establish information dissemination and exchange platform, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is encouraging the Registration of all Liberians and Liberian organizations in the diaspora through our embassies and/ or the Focal Point for the Diaspora Engagement, the Office of the Assistant Minister of Foreign Affairs, Hon. Abratha P. Doe, Email: bureau1.foreignaffairs@gmail.com/adoe_amfa@mofa.gov.lr, Tel: +231886534537/+770242415/+231555282006, Skype: d.abratha1.

Below is the Registration form, kindly complete the form and submit to our Embassy in your region or via email to the above address.
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS
LIBERIAN IN THE DIASPORA REGISTRATION FORM

1. ________________________________________________________________
   Name of the Diaspora Organization

2. ________________________________________________________________
   Name of the Region: (America, Europe, Asia, Africa, etc)

3. ________________________________________________________________
   Name of the Country/State/City where organization is situated or located

4. ________________________________________________________________
   Type of Organization: Student/Alumni/Political/Religious
   Group/Association/Community/Regional/Social/Think-Tank

5. ________________________________________________________________
   Date Organization was Established (MM/DD/YYYY)

6. ________________________________________________________________
   Total Number and Listing of Membership

7. ________________________________________________________________
   Address and Contact details of the Organization (email, telephone, Skype, etc..)

8. ________________________________________________________________
   Name and Position of the Leaderships of the Organization

9. ________________________________________________________________
   Name and Contact details of the Focal Person/Spokesperson of the Organization

10. ________________________________________________________________
A Summary (1-2 page maximum) on the Background and Focus of the Organization-why were you established, focus, goals etc.)